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Introduction:  The mineralogy of the martian man-

tle is a poorly known but vital compositional parameter. 
In the absence of samples of martian mantle peridotites, 
the mineralogy has been inferred from bulk composition 
constrained by a mix of cosmochemical and martian 
meteoritic constraints [1]. Such a mineralogy reflects 
the primordial mantle composition, but mantle source 
regions that differentiated from a magma ocean are not 
likely to have the same mineralogy as bulk silicate Mars 
[2-4]. An alternative approach is to infer source miner-
alogy of the martian mantle from the analysis of incom-
patible elements in shergottites. In a recent study [5], we 
showed that the general compatibility order of trace lith-
ophile elements in martian mantle is similar to that of 
MORB mantle, with some exceptions. Compared to 
MORB mantle, in martian mantle: (1) highly incompat-
ible elements (Th, Nb, Ta and U) are less incompatible 
relative to La; (2) K is significantly more compatible 
with respect to other elements; and (3) the HREEs are 
more compatible. In this study, we calculated effective 
partition coefficients of trace elements directly from 
martian igneous meteorites and used this data to infer 
the source mineralogy of the martian mantle.  

Method: A logarithmic form of the batch melting 
equation (1) [6] was used to estimate partitioning behav-
ior of incompatible trace elements: 
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where [A] and [B] are concentrations of two ele-
ments (A and B) in mantle-derived magmas; and b and 
m are two terms that are related to source compositions 
(C0) and partition coefficients (D) of elements A and B.  
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In this study, we applied this method to evaluate the 
partitioning behavior of trace elements in martian man-
tle. The Log [B] vs. Log [A] correlations of martian 
magmas were constrained using a shergottite dataset 
that is the most comprehensive to date, including 25 
new LA-ICP-MS measurements [7-8]; 24 solution-ICP-
MS [9] and all analyses from the Martian Meteorite 
Compendium [10]. Term b and m were solved by an 
iterative nonlinear regression method with MATLAB. 
Term b was used to find elemental pairs with the most 
similar compatibilities. The DB was solved using the 
equation below: 
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Starting from a single reference element (i.e., La), a 
boot-strap method was used to calculate D of all availa-
ble lithophile trace elements in shergottites (DE). The 
values of 𝐶,./  and DLa had to be arbitrarily chosen 
within reasonable value for Mars. The 𝐶,./  used in our 
calculations were (1) 0.547 ppm of bulk silicate Mars 
(BSM) [1]; and (2) 0.153 ppm for the depleted martian 
mantle (DMAM). The DMAM value was calculated as-
suming DMAM is the residue of BSM [1] after the ex-
traction of primitive martian crust [11]. The DLa (0.01) 
was arbitrarily assumed. The resulting DE were normal-
ized to DLa.  

The effective bulk DE for a trace element is related 
to the mineralogy of the source by weighting each min-
eral’s Di by its mass fraction (fi): 

bulk 𝐷0 = ∑ 𝐷1 . 𝑓12
,         (4) 

The bulk DE/DLa of BSM for various published com-
positional models [1, 12-19] were calculated using ex-
perimentally determined Di compiled in this study (Fig. 
1), and the modes (fi) from the solidus mineralogy of 
each compositional model obtained by MELTS [20]. To 
compare the expected partitioning of modeled depleted 
martian mantle compositions proposed to form by crys-
tallization of a magma ocean [21, 22], the bulk DE/DLa 
of DMAM were calculated using mineralogy taken from 
[21, 22] and the partition coefficients used above.  

 
Fig. 1: The experimentally determined Ds of Cpx, Opx 
and Grt in martian compositions [23-25] and terrestrial 
compositions [26-28]. Dash lines represent D values 
used to calculate bulk Ds of shergottite mantle source.  

To validate this approach, the same Log-Log proce-
dure was applied to global MORB data [29] to calculate 
DE/DLa in MORB mantle, which was then compared 
with DE/DLa calculated using Di and mineral mode ( fi ) 
of depleted MORB mantle (DMM) from [30]. 

Results: The calculated DE/DLa using MORB data 
[29] agrees well with DE/DL calculated using Di and 
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DMM fi from [30] (not show), indicating correlations of 
Log [B] vs. Log [A] of basaltic lavas allow a meaningful 
assessment of source mineralogy.  

 
Fig. 2: The bulk Di/DLa constrained by trace elemental 
concentrations in shergottites, along with that calculated 
using experimental D and source mineralogy. 

The DE/DLa pattern derived from shergottite data us-
ing 𝐶,./  of BSM and DMAM are named as Shergottite-
BSM and Shergottite-BMAM on Fig. 2. The DE/DLa pat-
tern obtained using experimentally determined Di (Fig. 
1) and solidus mineral modes (fi) of modeled martian 
compositions [1, 12-19] obtained by MELTS [20] are 
named using author’s initials with publication years on 
Fig. 2. The DE/DLa pattern obtained using the same Di 
and mineralogy of DMAM [21, 22] are named using the 
same format on Fig. 2.  

Discussion:  In a companion study [20], we used 
model compositions of bulk Mars [1, 12-19] to model 
the solidus mineralogy of martian mantle. The slopes of 
DE/DLa of each model composition of Mars [1, 12-19] 
are determined by the solidus mineralogy, particularly 
the garnet abundances [20]. Our results show that com-
positions with low Al2O3/SiO2 ratios (e.g., LF97 and 
S99) [15, 16] yield mineralogy that has little or no gar-
net, whereas compositions with high Al2O3/SiO2 ratio 
(e.g., MA79) [12] yield mineralogy that have the high-
est garnet modal abundances (~ 20 wt.%). This explains 
the offsets between MA79 curve and the curves of LF99 
and S99 observed in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 1, relative 
to DLa, elemental Di of some highly incompatible ele-
ments (e.g., Nb, Ta, U) and of HREEs are more compat-
ible in garnet than in pyroxene. Thus, the pattern of bulk 
DE/DLa of martian mantle (Fig. 2) is sensitive to the gar-
net mode in the source region. 

Here we show the comparison between bulk DE/DLa 
directly constrained using shergottite data and that 

calculated from bulk compositional models yields in-
sights into the mantle mineralogy of shergottite source 
region: (1) compositional models that have low garnet 
abundances [15, 16] yielded curves (LF97 and S99) can-
not match the shergottite-constrained curves for any as-
sumption of 𝐶,./  ; (2) a DMAM with 3 % garnet   (BD03) 
[21] matches the shergottite-constrained curve (assum-
ing 𝐶,./  of DMAM), while a DMAM with 10 % garnet 
[22] yielded curve (D08) with higher DE/DLa of HREEs; 
(3) compositional models [1, 13, 14, 17, 19] that have 
~10 % garnet yielded curves (OK92, WD94, T13, M13, 
YM20) that are close to the shergottite-constrained 
curves assuming 𝐶,./  of BSM [1]; and (4) the composi-
tional model that has the highest garnet abundance (~ 
25 %) [12] yielded a curve (MA79) that has too high 
DE/DLa of U and HREEs to match shergottite-derived 
curves. But none of modeled curves can account for the 
significantly elevated DK in shergottites (Fig. 2). The 
existence of a minor high-pressure phase that makes K 
highly compatible in the shergottite source is implied. 
In this study, we showed that trace element composi-
tions of shergottites are indicators of source mineralogy 
and that the shergottite source is consistent with primi-
tive martian mantle.  
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